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Mon. Jan 18th: Announcements & Corrections

Anonymized Zoom Chat logs of lectures are now available in Quercus,
and will be posted after lectures

Zoom links for tutorials have been posted. Class division by surname
is as follows:

◮ A-G: Section 1
◮ H-Q: Section 2
◮ R-Z: Section 3

For this week only, there is no section 1. So A-C please attend
Section 2, and D-G please attend Section 3.

A quick recap of why dispersion works for identifying romantic
relationships

A review of the survey, and announcements on delivery method &
office hours
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Dispersion Example
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Dispersion Example

Embededness of (A,B) is their number of mutual friends

Easily skewed by dense groups (e.g. white nodes are chess club where
everyone is eachothers’ friend)
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Dispersion Example

Dispersion is how poorly connected A and B ’s mutual friends are if A
and B are removed from the graph

Romantic relationship can create pairs of mutual friends in different
focii (e.g. A’s friend in chess club & B ’s dark blue friend)
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Dispersion Example

Dispersion is how poorly connected A and B ’s mutual friends are if A
and B are removed from the graph

Normal friendships are less likely to form these connections (e.g.
unlikely to be connections from white nodes to brown nodes if brown
nodes are extended family)
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Survey Results: Delivery Method

As I also have anecdotal evidence from other instructors that
synchronous lectures are better didactically, I’ve decided that things
will continue as they have been in the first week
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Survey Results: Office Hours

Weekly office hours will be Fridays, 4-5PM, immediately after class

I will block off Fridays 10-11AM and Wednesday 10-11PM, but I
won’t hold office hours unless I’m emailed ahead of time

New link on Quercus, office hours will not be recorded
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Survey Results: Penguins

We had ∞% more adorable penguins than expected
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Survey Results: Questions/Concerns/Suggestions

Can we switch to Piazza?
◮ Sorry but no, Discourse isn’t great, but it’s run by the university and it

works. I inquired last term about various addons to increase
functionality; unfortunately they couldn’t get them working for this
term but I’m hopeful for the future

Can we work on the critical review individually?
◮ Sorry, but no. In part it’s a question of grading resources, in part I

want some group work in the course to force you to speak with your
peers – knowing someone in the course is valuable for studying and for
bouncing ideas off of

Could slides be released ahead of time?
◮ I’ll try to do so moving forwards. They might not match up exactly (I

sometimes tweak slides, and there won’t be announcements as my
TARDIS is unreliable) but they core slides will be there

Can you try to release the recordings soon after?
◮ I’ll try to getting it out within 3 hours of lecture, but I can’t make

guarantees and it’ll probably be longer for tutorial recordings
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Triadic closure (undirected graphs)
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(b) After B-C edge forms.

Figure: The formation of the edge between B and C illustrates the effects of
triadic closure, since they have a common neighbor A. [E&K Figure 3.1]

Triadic closure: mutual “friends” of say A are more likely (than
“normally”) to become friends over time.

How do we measure the extent to which triadic closure is occurring?

Why is a new friendship tie formed? (Friendship ties can range from
just knowing someone to a true friendship .)
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Measuring the extent of triadic closure

The clustering coefficient of a node A is a way to measure (over time)
the extent of triadic closure (perhaps without understanding why it is
occurring).

Let E be the set of an undirected edges of a network graph. (Forgive
the abuse of notation where in the previous and next slide E is a node
name.) For a node A, the clustering coefficient is the following ratio:

∣

∣

{

(B ,C ) ∈ E : (B ,A) ∈ E and (C ,A) ∈ E
}
∣

∣

∣

∣

{

{B ,C} : (B ,A) ∈ E and (C ,A) ∈ E
}∣

∣

The numerator is the number of all edges (B ,C ) in the network such
that B and C are adjacent to (i.e. mutual friends of) A.

The denominator is the total number of all unordered pairs {B ,C}
such that B and C are adjacent to A.
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Example of clustering coefficient
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(b) After new edges form.

The clustering coefficient of node A in Fig. (a) is 1/6 (since there is
only the single edge (C ,D) among the six pairs of friends:
{B ,C}, {B ,D}, {B ,E}, {C ,D}, {C ,E}, and {D,E}). We
sometimes refer to a pair of adjacent edges like (A,B), (A,C ) as an
“open triangle” if (B ,C ) does not exist.
The clustering coefficient of node A in Fig. (b) increased to 1/2
(because there are three edges (B ,C ), (C ,D), and (D,E )).
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Driving forces behind Triadic Closure

Social psychology suggests: Increased opportunity, incentive, and
trust
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Driving forces behind Triadic Closure

Social psychology suggests: Increased opportunity, incentive, and
trust

It also predicts that having friends (especially good friends with
strong ties) who are not themselves friends causes latent stress
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Granovetter’s thesis: the strength of weak ties

In 1960s interviews: Many people learn about new jobs from personal
contacts (which is not surprising) and often these contacts were
acquaintances rather than friends. Is this surprising?
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Granovetter’s thesis: the strength of weak ties

In 1960s interviews: Many people learn about new jobs from personal
contacts (which is not surprising) and often these contacts were
acquaintances rather than friends. Is this surprising?
Upon a little reflection, this intuitively makes sense.

The idea is that weak ties link together “tightly knit communities”,
each containing a large number of strong ties.

Can we say anything more quantitative about such phenomena?

To gain some understanding of this phenomena, we need some
additional concepts relating to structural properties of a graph.

Recall

strong ties: stronger links, corresponding to friends

weak ties: weaker links, corresponding to acquaintances
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Bridges and local bridges
One measure of connectivity is the number of edges (or nodes) that
have to be removed to disconnect a graph.

A bridge (if one exists) is an edge whose removal will disconnect a
connected component in a graph.

We expect that large social networks will have a “giant component”
and few bridges.
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Bridges and local bridges
One measure of connectivity is the number of edges (or nodes) that
have to be removed to disconnect a graph.

A bridge (if one exists) is an edge whose removal will disconnect a
connected component in a graph.

We expect that large social networks will have a “giant component”
and few bridges.

A local bridge is an edge (A,B) whose removal would cause A and B
to have graph distance (called the span of this edge) greater than
two. Note: span is a dispersion measure, as introduced in the
Backstrom and Kleinberg article regarding Facebook relations.

A local bridges (A,B) plays a role similar to bridges providing access
for A and B to parts of the network that would otherwise be (in a
useful sense) inaccessible.
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Local bridge (A,B)
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Figure: The edge (A,B) is a local bridge of span 4, since the removal of this
edge would increase the distance between A and B to 4. [E&K Figure 3.4]
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Strong triadic closure property: connecting tie
strength and local bridges

Strong triadic closure property

Whenever (A,B) and (A,C ) are strong ties, then there will be a tie
(possibly only a weak tie) between B and C .

Such a strong property is not likely true in a large social network
(that is, holding for every node A)

However, it is an abstraction that may lend insight.
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Strong triadic closure property: connecting tie
strength and local bridges

Strong triadic closure property

Whenever (A,B) and (A,C ) are strong ties, then there will be a tie
(possibly only a weak tie) between B and C .

Such a strong property is not likely true in a large social network
(that is, holding for every node A)

However, it is an abstraction that may lend insight.

Theorem

Assuming the strong triadic closure property, for a node involved in at
least two strong ties, any local bridge it is part of must be a weak tie.

Informally, local bridges must be weak ties since otherwise strong triadic
closure would produce shorter paths between the end points.
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Triadic closure and local bridges

Let A by any node involved in at least two strong edges and a local
bridge. Let (A,B) be a local bridge.
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Triadic closure and local bridges

Let’s assume for contradiction that (A,B) is strong
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Triadic closure and local bridges

Let’s assume for contradiction that (A,B) is strong
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Strong triadic closure property continued

Again we emphasize (as the text states) that “Clearly the strong
triadic closure property is too extreme to expect to hold across all
nodes ... But it is a useful step as an abstraction to reality, ...”

Sintos and Tsaparas give evidence that assuming the strong triadic
closure (STC) property can help in determining whether a link is a
strong or weak tie.
www.cs.uoi.gr/~tsap/publications/frp0625-sintos.pdf

We will discuss this paper later in the lecture.

Later we’ll discuss Rozenshtein et al [2019]. They assume the
existence of known communities, and then their goal is to label all
edges so as minimize the number of open triangles violating the STC
property subject to all communities being connected using only strong
edges.

◮ This work is inspired by the Sintos and Tsaparas [2014] results for
inferring the strength of ties, and an earlier [2013] paper by Angluin et
al for minimizing the number of edges needed to maintain
“communities”
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Embeddedness of an edge

Just as there are many specific ways to define the dispersion of an edge,
there are different ways to define the embeddedness of an edge.

The general idea is that embeddedness of an edge (u, v) should capture
how much the social circles of u and v “overlap”. The next slide will use a
particular definition for embeddedness.

Why might dispersion be a better discriminator of a romantiic relationship
(especially for marriage) than embeddedness?
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Large scale experiment relating tie strength and
bridges

Onnela et al. [2007] study of who-talks-to-whom network maintained
by a cell phone provider. Large network of cell users where an edge
exists if there existed calls in both directions in 18 weeks.

First observation: a giant component with 84% of nodes.

Need to quantify the tie strength and the closeness to being a local
bridge.

Tie strength is measured in terms of the total number of minutes
spent on phone calls between the two end of an edge.

Closeness to being a local bridge is measured by the neighborhood
overlap of an edge (A,B) defined as the ratio

number of nodes adjacent to both A and B

number of nodes adjacent to at least one of A or B (excluding A & B)

Question: What does a neighbourhood overlap of zero mean?
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Large scale experiment relating tie strength and
bridges

Onnela et al. [2007] study of who-talks-to-whom network maintained
by a cell phone provider. Large network of cell users where an edge
exists if there existed calls in both directions in 18 weeks.
First observation: a giant component with 84% of nodes.
Need to quantify the tie strength and the closeness to being a local
bridge.
Tie strength is measured in terms of the total number of minutes
spent on phone calls between the two end of an edge.
Closeness to being a local bridge is measured by the neighborhood
overlap of an edge (A,B) defined as the ratio

number of nodes adjacent to both A and B

number of nodes adjacent to at least one of A or B (excluding A & B)

Question: What does a neighbourhood overlap of zero mean? Local
bridge!
Question: What relationship would we expect between tie-strength &
neighbourhood overlap?
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Onnela et al. experiment

Figure: A plot of the neighborhood overlap of edges as a function of their
percentile in the sorted order of all edges by tie strength. [E&K Fig 3.7]

The figure shows the relation between tie strength and overlap.
Quantitative evidence supporting the theorem: as tie strength
decreases, the overlap decreases; that is, weak ties are becoming
“almost local bridges” having ovelap almost equal to 0.
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Onnela et al. study continued

To support the hypothesis that weak ties tend to link together more
tightly knit communities, Onnela et al. perform two simulations:

1 Removing edges in decreasing order of tie strength, the giant
component shrank gradually.

2 Removing edges in increasing order of tie strength, the giant
component shrank more rapidly and at some point then started
fragmenting into several components.
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Word of caution in text regarding such studies

Easley and Kleinberg (end of Section 3.3):

Given the size and complexity of the (who calls whom) network,
we cannot simply look at the structure. . . Indirect measures must
generally be used and, because one knows relatively little about the
meaning or significance of any particular node or edge, it remains
an ongoing research challenge to draw richer and more detailed
conclusions. . .
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Strong vs. weak ties in large online social networks
(Facebook and Twitter)

The meaning of “friend” as in Facebook is not the same as one might
have traditionally interpreted the word “friend”.

Online social networks give us the ability to qualify the strength of
ties in a useful way.

For an observation period of one month, Marlow et al. (2009)
consider Facebook networks defined by 4 criteria (increasing order of
strength): all friends, maintained (passive) relations of following a
user, one-way communication, and reciprocal communication.

1 These networks thin out when links represent stronger ties.
2 As the number of total friends increases, the number of reciprocal

communication links levels out at slightly more than 10.
3 How many Facebook friends did you have for which you had a

reciprocal communication in the last month?
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Different Types of Friendships: The neighbourhood
network of a sample Facebook individual

All Friends

One-way Communication Mutual Communication

Maintained Relationships
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A limit to the number of strong ties

Figure: The number of links corresponding to maintained relationships, one-way
communication, and reciprocal communication as a function of the total
neighborhood size for users on Facebook. [Figure 3.9, textbook]
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